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ABSTRACT

This chapter discusses Semantic Web support for customer services. Customer service support is an important operation for most multinational manufacturing companies. It provides installation, inspection, and maintenance support for their worldwide customers. However, knowledge integrated in customer service support systems is typically closed in terms of exchanging information. Therefore, the systems do not easily share, reuse, or exchange knowledge. It causes difficulty when customers seek service support for products produced by various companies. In this chapter, we propose to incorporate Semantic Web services into customer service systems to solve such problems.

In our system, KSOM neural network is first used to mine knowledge from reported cases. Then, ontology is used as a semantic representation for knowledge discovered and Semantic Web services are used to make constructed ontology accessible from different systems. As a result, users can use semantic knowledge distributed across various sources on the Internet to solve their problems. Performance evaluation on the system is also present in the chapter.

INTRODUCTION

Customer service support has become an integral part of many multinational manufacturing com-
panies that manufacture and market machines and electronic equipment. A customer service department is usually set up to provide installation, inspection, and maintenance support for their customers, which may be located worldwide. Insertion and surface mount machines are expensive and require efficient maintenance during machine down time. Although most customers have some engineers to handle day-to-day maintenance and small-scale troubleshooting, expert advice is often required for more complex maintenance and repair jobs. Prompt response to request from customers is needed to maintain customer satisfaction. Therefore, the multinational corporation has set up a hotline service center (or help desk) to answer frequently encountered problems.

Customer service on faulty machines or customer enquiries is traditionally supported by the service center or help-desk of the customer service department via telephone calls. When a problem is reported, a service engineer will suggest a series of checkpoints to the customers to implement or check as a means to rectify the reported problem. Such suggestions are based on past experience or extracted through a customer service database that contains previous service records that are identical or similar to the current one.

With these checkpoints, the customer attempts problem solving and subsequently confirms with the service center if the problem is resolved. If the problem still persists after all the suggested checkpoints are exhausted, the center will dispatch the service engineers to the customer’s premise for an onsite repair. During such trips, the service engineers will carry along with them past records of the customer’s machine, related manuals, and spare parts that may be required to carry out the repair. Such a process is inconvenient and often involves bringing redundant materials.

At the end of each service cycle, a customer service report is used to record the reported problem and proposed remedies or suggestions taken to rectify the problem. This is for billing purposes, as well as maintaining a corporate knowledge base. The service centre then updates the customer service report in the customer service database.

This traditional customer support process suffers from a number of disadvantages:

• The process is time-consuming and expensive. More often than not, service engineers are required to travel to a customer’s site for an onsite service even for a small problem. As a result, the problem cannot be resolved efficiently and the machine downtime can be significant. In addition, as the customers communicate with the help desk centre via telephone calls, they incur long distance telephone charges as most of them are located overseas.

• A certain number of service engineers are maintained in order to provide the service support. It needs to keep on training new service engineers, and at the same time, come up with new incentive scheme to retain experienced service engineers.

• Expert advice to the problem is given either through the experience of the service engineers or the available past service information in the service database. No automatic provision of expert advice is available.

As can be seen from this mode of operation, the identification of machine faults relies heavily on the service support engineers’ past experience or the information drawn from the service database. This method has a problem of training and maintaining a pool of expert service engineers. Thus, instead of relying on the knowledge of service engineers, an intelligent fault diagnosis system that captures the expert knowledge of machine diagnosis to assist customers identify machine faults becomes extremely useful. This system should be able to generate suggested remedial actions automatically or through user-interaction based on the observed fault-conditions.